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US shareholder litigation threatens SPAC dilution

practice

Recent rulings have highlighted the quality of disclosure and inevitable conflict of

interest between shareholders and sponsors
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SPAC sponsors may need to reconsider disclosure around dilution and con�ict of interest after new US court rulings,

sources have said.

Earlier this month, a Delaware judge denied a motion to dismiss a case against the sponsors of the

Churchill/Multiplan SPAC based on the quality of disclosures given by the sponsors to shareholders of the target

company, Multiplan. Sources have told IFLR that this case is likely to set a precedent, with similar cases expected to

follow.

“SPACs are currently subject to important, path-breaking lawsuits on a variety of fronts,” said John Coates, professor

at Harvard Law School and ex-general counsel for the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). “More litigation

will follow, and it will affect the costs and risks of SPACs.”

�ere are two key issues at play here: the con�ict of interest between the shareholders and the sponsors of the SPAC,

and the dilution of shares.

“�e MultiPlan case will make a lot of SPAC sponsors pause and think about how they’re structuring their business

and the potential for stockholder litigation arising out of a business combination transaction,” said John Ablan,

partner at Mayer Brown.

“�e big takeaway here is that SPAC sponsors need to insist on rigorous due diligence as they go about signing their

business combination agreements and preparing their proxy statement for shareholder votes,” said Ablan. “�ey need

to be refreshing that diligence up till the very last possible moment to make sure that all information is presented to
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investors.”

A con�ict of interest arises because sponsors receive considerable gains from done deals. If a bad deal is done, sponsors

make money, but investors could potentially lose money. However, if sponsors don’t complete a deal within the

speci�ed timeframe then the entire SPAC collapses and investors don’t get any returns. �is system almost encourages

sponsors to push for any deal to go through, even if it could end badly for the investors.

“�e Multiplan case means disclosures made by SPAC sponsors to the shareholders about a potential merger are

subject to a judicial review,” said Michael Klausner, a professor at Stanford University advising on similar cases on

dilution disclosure. “�ese disclosures often are not very good. Most fundamentally, they don’t illuminate the extent of

their dilution.”

See also: Inside the �rst SPAC under the UK’s new regime

Dilution is the practice through which, when a SPAC performs a merger, funds from the investors are used not just to

acquire the target company but also to pay the sponsors, bankers, warrant-holders, and other involved parties. �is

payment can sometimes be as high as 50% of the original investment, such that the shareholder may invest $10 in the

SPAC but at the merger, that return can either equal $10 in cash using the redemption right, or a $5, or thereabouts,

investment in the target company as the rest of the funds are siphoned off. �is is not disclosed to the shareholders. 

“In most SPACs, the existence of a con�ict of interest is stated in a qualitative way,” said Klausner. “�ey lack a

quantitative statement that says, even if the SPAC loses 75% of its value, the sponsor and the directors will still make

money.”

�e Multiplan case

Upon the acquisition of Multiplan, the shareholders brought litigation on the basis of the quality of disclosure of

information by the sponsors. Multiplan had 35% of its revenue from one customer, which was disclosed as a risk to

shareholders. However, what was not disclosed was that this customer was building their own service, such that it no

longer needed to use Multiplan’s.  

After the de-SPAC, this was revealed and the shareprice crashed, Mayer Brown’s Ablan explained. As a result, the

shareholders lost out, but the sponsors still stood to gain large sums of money.

Although the litigation is only at discovery stage, the most important part for market participants is the judge’s ruling

that the quality of the disclosure is a legitimate area to base cases on. While this precise case is focused on con�ict of

interest, upcoming ones are expected to bring more attention to dilution disclosure, according to Klausner.
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Market effect

As well as opening up the path for copycat cases, market participants believe the Multiplan case could have vast

implications for the way SPAC sponsors construct their business models.

“Perhaps these cases will have the ultimate effect of requiring better disclosure, including disclosure of the extent to

which shareholder equity is diluted, and the extent to which the sponsor and management face a con�ict of interest,”

said Klausner. “If that happens, then the market could take hold and shrink SPAC appetite back down to the niche it

inhabited before the boom.”

Market participants questioned whether this would make any change the market.

“�ere's been so much already challenging SPACs and yet they seem impervious,” continued Klausner. “On average

over the last ten years they’ve lost money, they’re a terrible deal for shareholders, and yet sponsors still make tens of

millions forming them and people continue to buy their shares and hold them when the SPAC merges.”

See also: SPAC investor protection bills too reactionary for US market

Other SPAC sponsors are considering potential litigation in their structures.

“We're going to start seeing SPACs make some very basic steps like getting independent directors who are paid in

cash rather than sponsor shares, or retaining getting independent �nancial advice on deals and then disseminating that

analysis to shareholders,” said Mark Lebovitch, a partner at Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann and lead counsel

on the Multiplan case. “�ese steps are fundamental to a typical operating company merger but haven’t been the norm

in de-SPAC mergers.”

See also: HKEX sets bar too high for SPACs

�e push for better disclosure in the US is not only coming from litigation. “SPACs are also on SEC’s public agenda,”

said Coates. “Any regulation will involve modi�cations to current rules that will balance investor protection with

capital formation.”

Further details on dilution and con�ict of interest disclosure are expected in Spring, according to Klausner.
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